Bleeding episodes in HIV-positive patients taking HIV protease inhibitors: a case series.
In July 1996 the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) alerted healthcare providers about 15 case reports of spontaneous bleeding episodes in HIV-positive haemophiliacs taking HIV protease inhibitors. In order to characterize the bleeding associated with HIV protease inhibitor therapy, the FDA's spontaneous adverse event reporting system was searched through 28 February 1997. The bleeding episode reporting rate for persons with haemophilia was compared for HIV protease inhibitors and zidovudine, and the characteristics of haemorrhagic events were compared between individuals with and without haemophilia. There was a substantial predominance of bleeding episodes for haemophiliacs taking HIV protease inhibitors (39 of 67; 58%) as compared with zidovudine (two of 63; 3.2%). A comparison of 39 reports of bleeding in haemophiliacs with 28 in non-haemophiliacs revealed similarities in time to event and type of HIV protease inhibitor implicated, but differences were present concerning location of bleeding and outcome. A greater proportion of haemophiliacs had resolution of their bleeding following discontinuation of their HIV protease inhibitor and recurrence of bleeding following rechallenge, as compared with non-haemophiliacs. HIV-positive haemophiliacs appear to be at an elevated risk of bleeding while taking HIV protease inhibitors, but these medications may predispose all individuals to such complications.